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Abstract
We have searched for excited states of charged and neutral leptons, e

, 

, 

and 

, in
e
+
e
 
collisions at
p
s = 161 GeV using the OPAL detector at LEP. No evidence for their
existence was found. With the most common coupling assumptions, the topologies from
excited lepton pair production include `
+
`
 
 and `
+
`
 
W
+
W
 
, with the subsequent
decay of the virtual W bosons. From the analysis of these topologies, 95% condence
level lower mass limits of 79:9 GeV for e

, 80:0 GeV for 

, 79:1 GeV for 

, 78:3 GeV for


e
, 78:9 GeV for 


and 76:2 GeV for 


are inferred. From the analysis of W
+
W
 
and 
topologies with missing energy and using alternative coupling assignments which favour
charged `

and photonic 

decays, 95% condence level lower mass limits of 77.1 GeV
for each `

avour and 77.8 GeV for each 

avour are inferred. From the analysis of
the `
+
`
 
, `

W

and single  nal states expected from excited lepton single production,
upper limits on the ratio of the coupling to the compositeness scale, f=, are determined
for excited lepton masses up to the kinematic limit.
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1 Introduction
Currently there is no evidence that leptons are composite particles. If the known leptons
are bound states of new elementary particles, then excited states, called excited leptons and
denoted here as `

, should exist.
1
Excited leptons have been searched for at the LEP e
+
e
 
collider at
p
s M
Z
(
p
s is the centre-of-mass energy) [1, 2] and
p
s = 130-140 GeV [3, 4] and
at the HERA ep collider [5]. Processes such as e
+
e
 
!  are sensitive to excited particle
states at higher mass scales but have less sensitivity than direct searches if direct production
is kinematically allowed [6, 7]. In this paper, we describe the OPAL search for excited leptons
using 10 pb
 1
collected during the recent LEP run at
p
s = 161 GeV.
Excited leptons could be produced in pairs in e
+
e
 
collisions via the process e
+
e
 
! `

`

,
governed by the `

`

V coupling, where V is a  or Z vector boson. The excited leptons are
assumed to have the same electroweak SU(2) and U(1) gauge couplings, g and g
0
, as the
Standard Model leptons, but are expected to be grouped in both left- and right-handed weak
isodoublets. The existence of the right-handed doublets is required to protect the ordinary light
leptons from radiatively acquiring a large anomalous magnetic moment via the `

`V interaction
[8].
The generators used for excited lepton production are described in Reference [3]. The single
production of excited leptons and their decays are governed by the `

`V coupling. We use the
eective Lagrangian [8]
L
``

=
1
2
`




gf

2
W

+ g
0
f
0
Y
2
B


` + hermitian conjugate; (1)
which describes the generalized magnetic de-excitation of the `

states. The matrix 

is the
covariant bilinear tensor,  are the Pauli matrices, W

are the electroweak isotriplet vector
elds, B

is the electroweak singlet eld, and Y is the weak hypercharge. The parameter 
can be regarded as the \compositeness scale," while f and f
0
are couplings associated with the
dierent gauge groups.
The three parameters f , f
0
and  in Equation (1) are arbitrary. Dierent values of the cou-
plings favour dierent decay modes, and we interpret the search in each experimental topology
using coupling assignments that favour that topology. To interpret the results of the searches
for photonic decays of charged excited leptons and charged decays of neutral excited leptons,
we adopt the coupling convention used in most previous experimental searches, f = f
0
. The
model then reduces to one parameter, f=. With this coupling assignment, the branching ratio
for `

! `

 varies from essentially 100% for `

masses less than the W

mass to about
35% for masses of 160 GeV, and the branching ratio for 

! `

W

varies from about 80%
for 

masses less than the W mass to about 65% for masses of 160 GeV. The W may be real
or virtual depending on the 

mass. The remaining `

decays are via the Z
0
boson, which are
not explicitly considered in this letter.
With the f = f
0
coupling assignment, photonic 

decays are forbidden; there is a comple-
mentary assignment, f =  f
0
, for which photonic decays of `

are forbidden. We consider
the coupling assignment f =  f
0
in our search for 

! , and also for `

! W

. With
this coupling assignment, the photonic 

branching ratio varies from essentially 100% for 

masses less than the W

mass to about 35% for masses of 160 GeV, and the branching ratio
1
In this paper, ` refers to any charged lepton, `

, or neutral lepton, .
4
for `

! W

varies from about 80% for `

masses less than the W

mass to about 65% for
masses of 160 GeV. Again, the remaining `

! `Z
0
decays are not considered in this letter.
We search for pair production of charged excited leptons in the channels e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
!
`
+
`
 
 (where `

= e,  or  ) and e
+
e
 
! `
+
`
 
! W
+
W
 
, where the W

are virtual in
the excited lepton mass ranges accessible to this analysis. For the pair production of neutral
excited leptons, we consider e
+
e
 
! 



! `
+
`
 
W
+
W
 
and e
+
e
 
! 



! . We
search for the single production of charged excited leptons in e
+
e
 
! `

`

! `
+
`
 
 and
e
+
e
 
! `

`

! `

W

. Finally, for the single production of neutral excited leptons, we
consider e
+
e
 
! 

 ! `

W

and e
+
e
 
! 

 ! .
2 The OPAL Detector and Data Sample
A complete description of the OPAL detector can be found in Reference [9], and it is described
only briey here. The central detector consists of a system of tracking chambers that provides
charged particle tracking over 96% of the full solid angle
2
inside a uniform 0.435 T magnetic
eld. It consists of a two layer silicon microstrip vertex detector, a high precision vertex
drift chamber, a large volume jet chamber and a set of z chambers that measure the track
coordinates along the beam direction. The ionization energy loss per unit path length in the
jet chamber, dE=dx, is used for particle identication. A lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter
located outside the magnet coil covers the full azimuthal range with excellent hermeticity in
the polar angle range of j cos j < 0:82 for the barrel region and 0:81 < j cos j < 0:984 for
the endcap region. The magnet return yoke is instrumented with streamer tubes with cathode
strip readout for hadron calorimetry and consists of barrel and endcap sections along with
pole tip detectors that together cover the region j cos j < 0:99. Muons are identied with the
hadron calorimeter strips, and with four layers of muon chambers which cover the outside of the
hadron calorimeter. The gamma catcher, forward detector and silicon tungsten electromagnetic
calorimeters complete the geometrical acceptance down to 24 mrad. The silicon tungsten and
forward detector calorimeters are used for the luminosity measurement.
The integrated luminosity used for this analysis is 10 pb
 1
at
p
s = 161.3 GeV. Backgrounds
from dierent Standard Model processes are estimated with several event generators, described
in the analysis sections of the paper. The background Monte Carlo samples generated have an
equivalent integrated luminosity of at least six times that actually collected. All background
and signal Monte Carlo samples are processed through the full OPAL detector simulation [10].
The background samples were generated, and the limits calculated, assuming
p
s = 161.0 GeV.
3 Selection Criteria
In Section 3.1, we describe the search for the photonic decays of charged excited leptons in
`
+
`
 
, `
+
`
 
, and e topologies. Next, in Section 3.2 we describe the search for charged
decays of charged and neutral excited leptons in `
+
`
 
W
+
W
 
, W
+
W
 
and `

W

topologies.
2
The OPAL coordinate system is dened so that the z axis is in the direction of the electron beam and the
x axis points towards the centre of the LEP ring;  and  are the polar and azimuthal angles, dened relative
to the +z- and +x-axes, respectively.
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Finally, in Section 3.3 we describe the search for the photonic decays of neutral excited leptons
in events with purely photonic nal states.
3.1 Charged Excited Leptons, Photonic Decays: `
+
`
 
() Topolo-
gies
The preselection, lepton and photon identication, and isolation requirements are identical to
those used in Reference [3]. Briey, we select low-multiplicity events, and identify tracks (or
jets) as electron, muon or tau leptons using standard identication algorithms. Photons are
identied as isolated electromagnetic calorimeter clusters, or as identied conversions. Simple
kinematic constraints using the photon energy (energies) and the angles between the tau jets
and the photon(s) are used to estimate the tau lepton energies.
Pair produced excited lepton candidate events with `
+
`
 
 nal states are required to
satisfy the following criteria:
1. There must be at least two identied leptons of the same avour and at least two photons.
The two most energetic leptons and two most energetic photons are used for further
analysis. For the excited tau search, it is required that at most one of the two tau
candidates also be an identied electron, and at most one also be an identied muon.
2. The sum of the energies of the two leptons and two photons, E
tot
, must satisfy 1:6 E
beam
<
E
tot
< 2:4 E
beam
, where E
beam
is the beam energy.
3. With two leptons and two photons, there are two possible ways of forming the two lepton-
photon mass combinations for each event. At least one of the two ways must have a
dierence between the mass combinations less than 10 GeV.
After all three cuts, no candidates are observed in the data for any channel, which is con-
sistent with the expectation from Standard Model background sources. In the ee analysis, a
total of 0.7 background events are expected, predominantly from radiative Bhabha scattering,
which is modelled with the radiative e
+
e
 
event generator BHWIDE [11]. In the  anal-
ysis, a total of 0.3 background events are expected, predominantly from radiative muon pair
production which is modelled with the radiative `
+
`
 
event generator KORALZ [12]. In the
 analysis, a total of 0.3 background events are expected, with contributions from radiative
Bhabha scattering and from radiative tau pair production, which is modelled with KORALZ.
The eciency for observing the pair production of excited leptons is evaluated at four
selected masses from 65 GeV to 80 GeV at
p
s =161 GeV and is found to be independent of
the centre-of-mass energy and of the excited lepton mass in the kinematic region of interest.
The eciency for observing the pair production of charged excited leptons with photonic decays
is found to be about 57% for e

e

, 62% for 



and 34% for 



.
Singly produced excited lepton candidate events with `
+
`
 
 nal states are required to
satisfy the following criteria:
1. There must be at least two identied leptons of the same avour, at least one of which
must have energy E
`
> 0:3 E
beam
, and exactly one photon with energy E

> 0:3 E
beam
.
6
The two most energetic leptons and the photon are used for further analysis. For the
excited tau search, it is required that at most one of the two tau candidates also be an
identied electron, and at most one also be an identied muon.
2. The sum of the energies of the two leptons and one photon, E
tot
, must satisfy 1:6 E
beam
<
E
tot
< 2:4 E
beam
.
3. (a) For the e

search, radiative Bhabha scattering is suppressed by requiring that the
photon and at least one electron satisfy j cos j < 0:7.
(b) For the 

search, radiative Bhabha scattering and muon pair events with an uniden-
tied lepton are suppressed by requiring that the energy sum of the 2 jets corresponding
to the tau candidates and the one photon satisfy E
jet;1
+ E
jet;2
+ E

< 1:8E
beam
.
4. The process e
+
e
 
! Z ! `
+
`
 
 is suppressed by vetoing events with 75 GeV < M
``
<
105 GeV, where M
``
is the invariant mass of the lepton pair.
After all cuts, four events are observed in the ee analysis, no events in the  analysis,
and one event in the  analysis. With two leptons and one photon, there are two possible
lepton-photon mass combinations for each event. The `

 invariant mass distributions for
both combinations are plotted in Figures 1(a), (c) and (d) for e

, 

and 

, respectively. In
the ee analysis, a total of 4.1 background events is expected. The dominant background is
from radiative Bhabha scattering, evaluated with BHWIDE. In the  analysis, a total of 3.0
background events is expected. The dominant background is from radiative muon pair events,
evaluated with KORALZ. In the  analysis, a total of 2.3 background events is expected.
The dominant background is from radiative tau pair events, evaluated with KORALZ. The
decit in the the muon and tau channels appears only after the nal analysis cut, and all prior
kinematic distributions appear well modelled by the Monte Carlo generators.
If the e

e coupling is non-negligible, the single production of excited electrons is dominated
by t-channel photon exchange. A signicant fraction of singly produced e

events would then
have the recoil electron at a small polar angle outside the detector acceptance, making the search
for the e nal state also desirable. For the e nal state analysis, the energy and direction of
the missing electron are inferred using conservation of momentum from the observed electron
and photon by assuming an ee topology.
Candidate e events are required to satisfy the following criteria:
1. There must be exactly one identied electron with energy E
e
> 0:3 E
beam
and exactly
one photon with energy E

> 0:3 E
beam
.
2. The energy sum of the observed e

, the inferred missing e

, and the photon, E
tot
, must
must satisfy 1:6 E
beam
< E
tot
< 2:4 E
beam
.
3. Bhabha scattering is suppressed by requiring the photon to satisfy j cos 

j < 0:7, and that
the event thrust axis formed with the observed lepton and photon satisfy j cos 
thrust
j < 0:9.
4. Events which pass the above ee selection are removed, making the two analyses orthog-
onal.
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After all cuts, 28 events are observed in the e analysis. A total of 31.9 background events
is expected. The dominant background for this topology is from t-channel radiative Bhabha
scattering with one electron missing along the beam axis, evaluated with the radiative e
+
e
 
event generator TEEGG [13]. The number of observed events is compatible with the expectation
from Standard Model sources. The e invariant mass distribution for this topology is plotted
in Figure 1(b). No peak is observed.
The number of events observed in each channel is compatible with that expected from
Standard Model sources, and no anomalous structure is apparent in the lepton-photon mass
distributions. We conclude that there is no evidence for excited lepton production in these
topologies.
When computing limits for an excited lepton with mass M

, all events with at least one
lepton-photon mass combination, M
`
, satisfying jM
`
 M

j <  were considered signal can-
didates. The mass half-window, , is 4 GeV, 8 GeV and 8 GeV for e

, 

and 

, respectively.
The values chosen for  are about 2 of the mass resolution estimated from Monte Carlo.
For the excited electron search, events which pass either the e or ee selections are consid-
ered as signal candidates. The eciency for observing the single production of excited leptons
with photonic decays was evaluated for four selected masses between 80 GeV and 155 GeV at
p
s =161 GeV. The eciency at an arbitrary mass is estimated from the linear interpolation
between two of these points. The eciency varies from 35% at a mass of 80 GeV to 54% at a
mass of 155 GeV for e

, from 45% to 66% for 

and from 25% to 30% for 

.
3.2 Charged and Neutral Excited Leptons, Charged Decays:
``W
+
W
 
, W
+
W
 
and `

W

Topologies
The search for charged decays of pair produced excited leptons uses the same analysis as the
search for the production of unstable heavy leptons (L
0
and L

) with \avour mixing" decays
described in Reference [14]. The topologies e
+
e
 
! L
0
L
0
! `
+
`
 
W
+
W
 
and e
+
e
 
! L
+
L
 
!
W
+
W
 
are almost identical to neutral and charged excited lepton pair production with
charged decays, respectively. No events are observed in that analysis. The total selection
eciency for charged decays of pair produced excited leptons at
p
s =161 GeV is evaluated at
four selected masses from 65 GeV to 80 GeV, and is found to be about 38% for 

e
, 45% for 


,
25% for 


and 22% for each `

avour.
Two searches are performed for the charged decays of singly produced excited leptons. The
rst analysis looks only for leptonic decays of the W

, which may be real or virtual depending
on the mass of the 

. The topology is then e
+
e
 
! 

`

`
! 
`
`

W

! 
`
`


`
0
`
0
, where `

corresponds to the excited lepton avour, and `
0
may or may not be of the same avour. Since
charged excited leptons with charged decays, e
+
e
 
! `

`

! 
`
`

W

! 
`
`


`
0
`
0
, can have
the same nal states as neutral excited leptons with charged decays, the same search is used.
The topology is a pair of leptons which are not coplanar with the beam direction.
Using the same preselection and track quality cuts as the `
+
`
 
() analysis in Section 3.1
and described in Reference [3], candidate `

and 

`
events are required to satisfy the following
criteria:
1. There must be two identied leptons, at least one of type `

corresponding to the excited
lepton avour. At least one of the leptons must have an energy greater than 0:2 E
beam
.
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The lepton identication criteria are the same as those used in Section 3.1 and Refer-
ence [3].
2. There must be no other track passing the quality cuts in the event.
3. Excluding the clusters associated with the two leptons, the sum of other barrel and endcap
electromagnetic calorimeter cluster energies must be less than 10 GeV.
4. Events from two-photon processes are suppressed by requiring that there is no signicant
energy in either side of the forward detector (less than 2 GeV), silicon tungsten (less than
5 GeV), or gamma catcher (less than 5 GeV) electromagnetic calorimeters.
5. Events with missing momentum along the beam axis are removed by requiring j cos 
miss
j <
0:9, where 
miss
is the polar angle of the missing momentum.
6. Events are required to be acoplanar by requiring 
ACOP
``
> 20

(
ACOP
``
is 180

minus the
opening angle between the two leptons in the x-y plane).
After all cuts, one event is observed with 1.8 background events expected in the e`

topology,
one event observed with 1.7 background events expected in the `

topology and three events
observed with 2.7 background events expected in the `

topology. The dominant background
is from 4-fermion production, evaluated with the grc4f event generator [15]. This background
is also evaluated with EXCALIBUR [16], which gives consistent background estimates.
The second search for the charged decays of singly produced excited leptons is optimised
for the hadronic decays of the W

boson, looking in the e
+
e
 
! 

`

`
! 
`
`

W

! 
`
`

qq
0
channels. In this search, we look only in the electron and muon channels; the high background
levels in the tau channel do not allow the sensitivity of the preceding acoplanar lepton pair
analysis to be improved. Since charged excited leptons with charged decays, e
+
e
 
! `

`

!

`
`

W

! 
`
`

qq
0
, can have the same nal states as neutral excited leptons with charged
decays, the same search is used.
Charged particle tracks are required to satisfy the same quality cuts used in [17]. A prese-
lection is also performed: the number of charged tracks is required to be at least six, and the
ratio of the number of tracks passing the quality cuts to the total number of charged tracks
is required to be larger than 0.2. Candidate `

and 

`
events are then required to satisfy the
following criteria:
1. There must be at least one isolated lepton `

(`

= e or ), corresponding to the excited
lepton avour, using the following criteria.
Electrons are identied using their dE=dx and their energy deposition in the electro-
magnetic calorimeters, as described in References [18] and [19] for the barrel and endcap
regions, respectively. Muons are identied by matching track segments in the muon
chambers with tracks in the central detector [20]. In the region not covered by the muon
chambers, muons are identied using the hadron calorimeter strips [18]. Charged tracks
are considered isolated if there are no additional tracks in a 15

half-opening angle cone
centred on the track. The momentum of a lepton candidate is required to be larger than
2 GeV.
If there is more than one isolated lepton corresponding to the considered lepton avour,
the highest energy lepton is used in the following selection.
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2. Events from two-photon processes and e
+
e
 
! qq() are reduced by requiring that there
is no signicant energy in either side of the forward detector (less than 2 GeV), silicon
tungsten (less than 5 GeV), or gamma catcher (5 GeV) electromagnetic calorimeters.
3. Events from two-photon processes are further reduced by requiring that R
vis
, the visible
energy normalized to
p
s, is greater than 0.3.
4. Events with energy missing along the beam axis are removed by requiring j cos 
miss
j < 0:9.
5. e
+
e
 
! qq() events are further reduced by requiring that the thrust value is less than
0.95.
6. Events are required to have a large missing transverse momentum (p
miss
t
) or a large lepton
momentum (p
`
) by requiring that (p
miss
t
+ p
`
)=E
beam
> 0:4.
7. A kinematic t is performed to reduce the W-pair and residual e
+
e
 
! qq() background.
Removing the isolated lepton from the event, the rest of the event is forced into two jets
using the Durham jet-nding algorithm [21]. The measured parameters of the lepton,
the missing momentum, and the two jets are used as input to a kinematic t, which
imposes conservation of energy and momentum. From the t results, the invariant mass
of the lepton plus missing energy, M
` miss
, and the jet pair, M
j j
, are extracted, and the
following cuts are made:
 M
` miss
> 5 GeV and M
j j
< 95 GeV.
 M
` miss
+M
j j
< 145 GeV.
The tted masses M
` miss
vs. M
j j
are plotted in Figure 2 immediately before cut 7 for data,
background and signal Monte Carlo. After all cuts, two events are observed with 0.6 back-
ground events expected in the eqq
0
channel and no events are observed with 0.9 background
events expected in the qq
0
channel. The dominant background is from 4-fermion production,
evaluated EXCALIBUR and cross-checked with grc4f.
The number of events observed in each channel is compatible with that expected from
Standard Model sources, and we conclude that there is no evidence for excited lepton production
in these topologies. When computing limits, events which pass either the acoplanar lepton pair
or `

qq
0
selection for the muon or electron topologies are considered as signal candidates. The
eciency for observing the single production of excited leptons with charged decays is about
50% for 

e
, 


, e

and 

, and about 15% for 


and 

. There is a small dependence on the `

mass, which is taken into account in the results.
3.3 Neutral Excited Lepton, Photonic Decays:  and  Topolo-
gies
The OPAL analysis of photonic nal states [6] includes two missing energy topologies:
Topology A: One or two photons accompanied by invisible particle(s) (e
+
e
 
! ()+ invis-
ible particle(s)). At least one photon with E

> 0:2 E
beam
and j cos j < 0:7 is required.
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Topology B: Acoplanar photon pair (e
+
e
 
! + invisible particle(s)). Two photons each
with energy exceeding 1.75 GeV and j cos j < 0:7 are required.
This analysis, described in detail in Reference [6] for the analysis of data taken at
p
s = 130
and 136 GeV, is also applied to the
p
s = 161 GeV sample.
Topology B is used for the search for pair production in the channel e
+
e
 
! 



! .
After the standard Topology B selection, a background of 0.96 events is expected, which is
reduced with further cuts. The primary background from e
+
e
 
!  is evaluated with the
event generator NUNUGPV [22]. The background from e
+
e
 
! Z
0
 !  is reduced
by requiring that the sum of the two photon energies be greater than 0:4
p
s. No events are
observed with a total expected background is 0.04 events, and the eciency for observing the
pair production of excited neutrinos with photonic decays is about 30%.
Topology A is used for the search for single production in the channel e
+
e
 
! 

 ! .
After the standard Topology A selection, 10 events are observed with an expected background
of 14.2 event, which is reduced with further cuts. The primary background from e
+
e
 
!  is
evaluated with NUNUGPV. The background from e
+
e
 
! Z
0
 !  is reduced by requiring
that there is only one photon with E

> 0:2 E
beam
, and that the missing mass in the event,
M
miss
, satises M
miss
< 75 GeV. With these requirements, no events are observed in the data
with a total expected background of 0.04 events, and the eciency for observing the single
production of excited neutrinos with photonic decays varies from about 16% at a mass of
80 GeV to 53% at a mass of 155 GeV.
4 Results
The systematic errors in the total number of expected signal events are estimated from: the
statistical error on the Monte Carlo estimate of the detection eciency (typically 1%), including
an additional error (5%) for the interpolation between excited lepton mass points; the error on
the integrated luminosity (0.6%); uncertainties in the modelling of the particle identication
cuts (2.5% if one identied lepton is required, 5% if two are required); uncertainties in the
modelling of the photon conversion nder used in the `
+
`
 
() analyses (1% per photon in the
event). The errors are considered to be independent and are added in quadrature for the total
systematic error, which is typically about 7%. The systematic error is incorporated into the
limits using the method described in Reference [23]. Background subtraction is not performed
in any of the limits calculated with these data.
The production cross-sections from Reference [8] (corrected for the eects of initial state
radiation [24]), branching ratios from References [8] and [25], and measured eciencies are
used to calculate the number of events expected for an excited lepton of a given mass. Poisson
statistics for the number of observed events are used to set limits on the maximum number of
events in each analysis.
Limits on the excited lepton masses are inferred from the pair production searches. The 95%
condence level lower mass limits are listed in Table 1, along with the coupling assumptions
which are used for the branching ratio calculation for each topology.
Limits on the ratio of the coupling to the compositeness scale, f=, are inferred from the
single production searches. Limits on f= for charged excited leptons with f = f
0
from the
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Flavour Decays Coupling Mass Limit
p
s = 161 GeV
(GeV)
e

Photonic f = f
0
79.9


Photonic f = f
0
80.0


Photonic f = f
0
79.1
e

Charged f =  f
0
77.1


Charged f =  f
0
77.1


Charged f =  f
0
77.1


e
Charged f = f
0
78.3



Charged f = f
0
78.9



Charged f = f
0
76.2


e
Photonic f =  f
0
77.8



Photonic f =  f
0
77.8



Photonic f =  f
0
77.8
Table 1: 95% condence level lower mass limits for the dierent excited leptons from the pair
creation searches. The coupling assumption is necessary for the branching ratio calculation.
photonic decay mode search are plotted in Figure 3(a), for charged excited leptons with f =  f
0
from the W

decay mode search in Figure 3(b), for neutral excited leptons with f = f
0
from
the W

decay mode search in Figure 3(c), and for neutral excited leptons with f =  f
0
from
the  decay mode search in Figure 3(d).
5 Conclusion
We have analysed a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 10 pb
 1
at 161 GeV, collected
with the OPAL detector at LEP, to search for the production of excited leptons. No evidence
for excited leptons was found, and limits on masses and couplings are established within the
framework of the model described in Reference [8]. From the search for pair production, lower
mass limits are established. From the search for single production, upper limits on the ratio
of the coupling to the compositeness scale are established. These limits substantially improve
those from previous LEP searches [3, 4].
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Figure 1: Lepton-photon invariant mass distribution after all cuts in the search for the sin-
gle production of charged excited leptons with photonic decays. (a) is for e

with two visible
nal state electrons, (b) is for e

with one visible nal state electron, (c) is for 

(no ob-
served candidates) and (d) is for 

. The dashed and dotted lines are signal Monte Carlo with
f= =(200 GeV)
 1
and with `

masses of 80 and 155 GeV, respectively, the solid lines are
the sum of all of the Standard Model background Monte Carlos and the lled circles are the
full data set. In (a), (c) and (d), both mass combinations are plotted for each event.
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Figure 2: M
` miss
vs. M
j j
after all other cuts in the search for the single production of excited
leptons with charged decays. (a) and (b) are for the electron and muon channels, respectively,
for real data (stars) and background Monte Carlo (boxes). (c) and (d) are for 

e
and 


,
respectively, for excited lepton masses of 120 GeV. Each signal Monte Carlo sample corresponds
to 2000 generated events. The signal and background Monte Carlo are not normalized to the
integrated luminosity. The cut is shown as the solid line.
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Figure 3: 95% condence level upper limits on the ratio of the the coupling to the compositeness
scale, f=, as a function of the excited lepton mass. (a) shows the limits on e

, 

and 

with
f = f
0
, (b) shows the limits on e

, 

and 

with f =  f
0
, (c) shows the limits on 

e
, 


and 


with f = f
0
, and (d) shows the limits on 

e
, 


and 


with f =  f
0
. The structure
of the limits on e

in (a) correspond to the events which pass the full selection, as described in
the text. The regions above and to the left of the curves are excluded by the single and pair
production searches, respectively.
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